Background: With the expanding applications of mass cytometry in medical research, a wide variety of clustering methods, both semi-supervised and unsupervised, have been developed for data analysis. Selecting the optimal clustering method can accelerate the identification of meaningful cell populations. Result: To address this issue, we compared three classes of performance measures, "precision" as external evaluation, "coherence" as internal evaluation, and stability, of nine methods based on six independent benchmark datasets. Seven unsupervised methods (Accense, Xshift, PhenoGraph, FlowSOM, flowMeans, DEPECHE, and kmeans) and two semi-supervised methods (Automated Cell-type Discovery and Classification and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)) are tested on six mass cytometry datasets. We compute and compare all defined performance measures against random subsampling, varying sample sizes, and the number of clusters for each method. LDA reproduces the manual labels most precisely but does not rank top in internal evaluation. PhenoGraph and FlowSOM perform better than other unsupervised tools in precision, coherence, and stability. PhenoGraph and Xshift are more robust when detecting refined sub-clusters, whereas DEPECHE and FlowSOM tend to group similar clusters into meta-clusters. The performances of PhenoGraph, Xshift, and flowMeans are impacted by increased sample size, but FlowSOM is relatively stable as sample size increases. Conclusion: All the evaluations including precision, coherence, stability, and clustering resolution should be taken into synthetic consideration when choosing an appropriate tool for cytometry data analysis. Thus, we provide decision guidelines based on these characteristics for the general reader to more easily choose the most suitable clustering tools.
Background
During the last decade, single-cell technology has progressed tremendously. With the ability to simultaneously measure multiple features at the single-cell level, biologists are now capable of depicting biological and pathological processes with unprecedented complexity [1] . Mass cytometry, which is achieved with Cytometry by Time-Of-Flight (CyTOF), is an advanced experimental technology that measures levels of multiple proteins (up to 40) in a large amount (usually several millions) of cells [2] . The supreme ability to access a large panel of proteins simultaneously makes CyTOF useful in drug optimization [3] , vaccine development [4] , and disease marker discovery [5] . Compared to the well-known technology of single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) [6] [7] [8] , which processes on average tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of cells, CyTOF achieves a higher throughput (on average up to millions of cells) and classifies cells from a mixture into distinct subtypes based on expression levels of their surface antigen. Cells are first stained by antibodies labeled with metal isotopes and then travel through a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, where the density of each isotope label is quantified [2] . Compared with traditional flow cytometry, which utilizes fluorescent labels, CyTOF overcomes the issues of spectral overlap and autofluorescence, enabling biologists to obtain high-dimensional protein analysis on the single-cell level within the same experimental batch [9] .
The rapid advance in experimental technologies inevitably introduces many challenges for data processing and analysis. One key task of mass cytometry data analysis is the investigation of functionally distinct cell populations in high-dimensional spaces [10] . Conventionally, the identification of cell population is achieved by "manual gating," which is manually defining distinct cell populations on a series of bi-axial plots (dot plots showing the expression of two proteins for all cells) base on prior knowledge [2, 11, 12] . This labor-intensive method provides slow but accurate cell classification. In some cases, this prior knowledge is considered "ground truth" and is used to develop a semi-supervised classifier. For example, Automated Cell-type Discovery and Classification (ACDC) [13] utilizes a marker × cell type annotation table to define landmark points for all populations, then links the remaining cells to these landmarks using random walking. Another linear algorithm called linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [11] also achieves high clustering precision with predetermined manual labels.
An alternative strategy to identify cell populations is to automatically partition cells according to the data structure, regardless of prior knowledge. A handful of mathematical model-based unsupervised clustering tools have been developed for this purpose [12] . Among the different algorithms for processing high-dimensional data, tdistributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) is a mainstream method for dimension reduction and data visualization [14] and is widely used in the area of single-cell analysis. Many clustering tools have been developed with t-SNE embedded in their functionalities. Clustering methods, such as Accense [15] and ClusterX [16] , carry out density estimation and cluster partitioning on the 2D projection of t-SNE, while others, such as viSNE [17] and PhenoGraph [18] , include t-SNE only for visualization. Since CyTOF data do not have as many dimensions as other single-cell data, such as scRNA-seq data, many clustering approaches do not contain a dimension reduction step. The classic clustering method, kmeans, which has been applied to the analysis of CyTOF data [19, 20] , can directly group cells into clusters with a minimum within-cluster sum of squares in high-dimensional spaces. Other algorithms that partition cells based on local density also estimate the density distribution in original high-dimensional spaces [12, 13] , though they visualize the distribution on a 2D projection of t-SNE. Two popular clustering tools, PhenoGraph [18] and Xshift [21] , utilize the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [22] technique to detect connectivity and density peaks among cells embedded in high-dimensional spaces [23, 24] .
Since various clustering methods have been used in many different CyTOF data analyses, researchers are often overwhelmed when selecting a suitable clustering method to analyze CyTOF data. There have been a few efforts devoted to comparing some existing tools, but they mainly focus on accuracy [25] or stability [26] , providing comparison results based on various aspects of clustering performance. The performance aspects considered in previous literature can offer some guidance in choosing a suitable tool for CyTOF analysis; however, some vital problems remain unevaluated: Do the characteristics of the dataset impact clustering method choice? What is the difference between unsupervised and semisupervised methods? How does one balance the tradeoffs among cluster performance, stability, and efficiency (runtime)? Answering such questions requires the inclusion of more heterogeneous datasets and more indicators that measure the performance of cluster analysis from multiple aspects.
To address these challenges, we compared the performance of nine popular clustering methods (Table 1) in three categories-precision, coherence, and stabilityusing six independent datasets (Additional file 1: Figure  S1 ). This comparison would allow cytometry scientists to choose the most appropriate tool with clear answers to the following questions: (1) How does one select between unsupervised and semi-supervised tools? (2) How does one choose the most suitable unsupervised or semi-supervised tool in its category?
Results
To perform a comprehensive investigation on all nine methods, we defined three types of performance assessment categories (Additional file 1: Figure S1 ): "precision" as external evaluation, "coherence" as internal evaluation, and stability. All clustering methods were investigated on six CyTOF datasets: three well-annotated bone marrow datasets (Levine13dim, Levine32dim, Samu-sik01) [18, 21] , two datasets for muscle cells [28] and in vitro cell lines (Cell Cycle) [29] , and one of our own experimental datasets on colon cancer (see the "Methods" section, Additional file 1: TableS1). The performance evaluation procedure was carried out in the following sequential logic, which can be summarized into three parts: 1) For the "precision" as external evaluation assessment, regarding the manually gated labels as "ground truth" as performed by Weber and Robinson [25] , we separately explored the performances of semi-supervised and unsupervised tools. Meanwhile, we analyzed the efficiency of each compared tool. 2) For the "coherence" as internal evaluation assessment, we no longer took manually gated labels into account, and directly discussed the ability of each tool to identify the inner structure of data sets by three internal indicators. In this part, since no manually gated labels were considered, we could compare semi-supervised and unsupervised tools between each other. 3) For the stability assessment, we explored the robustness of each tool on clustering accuracy and the identified number of clusters, in terms of varying sampling sizes. Based on the results of stability evaluation for the number of identified clusters, we further evaluated the extended question of clustering resolution. Finally, we integrated the analysis results to provide a clear guidance for tool selection.
Before our analysis began, we encountered the problem that different tools recommend distinct data transformation procedures and the impact of different procedures on clustering results has not been thoroughly analyzed. Thus, we applied five popular transformation procedures (Additional file 1: Supplementary methods) on the colon dataset, consolidated them into one optimal procedure, and used this procedure throughout our study. As shown in Additional file 1: Table S2 , both the classic arcsinh procedure and its two modified versions (raw data minus one before arcsinh transformation then set negative values to zero, or a randomized normal distribution) yielded similar clustering results across various tools. Compared with the two modified procedures, the classic arcsinh transformation provided a higher precision for flowMeans. The Logicle transformation and 0-1 scaling, two procedures widely applied in the field of flow cytometry [20] , led to relatively poor results for mass cytometry data in our analysis. Taken together, we decided to process all the datasets using an arcsinh transformation with a co-factor of 5 (see the "Methods" section), and we did not use any of the other transformation options that had previously been implemented in all of the tools we tested.
External evaluations of semi-supervised tools suggest that LDA is the preferred semi-supervised tool in terms of precision We started the analysis by evaluating the ability to reproduce manual labels. This was achieved by evaluating our first performance assessment category, the "precision," as external evaluation, using four indicators (see the "Methods" section) on all nine clustering methods (Table 1) : accuracy, weighted F-measure, Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [30, 31] . Table 2 summarizes the comparison results of semisupervised methods. As expected, the two semisupervised methods showed better performance than unsupervised methods (Table 3 ). In all datasets, both ACDC and LDA had greater accuracy, F-measure, NMI, and ARI than all unsupervised methods. This observation is most noticeable in Cell Cycle data (F-measure > 0.82 vs. F-measure = 0.2-0.68), where the number of features [32] is significantly larger than the number of labels [4] . Next, we found that in all datasets except for Levine32dim, LDA had moderately better performance than ACDC. The significant lower runtime of LDA ( Fig. 1 and Additional file 1: Figure S2 ) also indicates that LDA may be the top choice for the task of reproducing manual labels. Although LDA is superior to ACDC in terms of precision, we all know that the precision of semisupervised tool relies more on the availability of prior information. Since a training set is only necessary for LDA but not for ACDC, which requires a "marker × cell type" table instead, it is questionable whether LDA can still outperform ACDC when the training set is less sufficient. To answer this question, we first trained LDA with only a limited proportion of samples (randomly choosing 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of all samples in colon dataset) as the training set. We observed that the performance of LDA stayed constant when the size of training set varied (Additional file 1: Figure S3 ). Then, we trained LDA with all the cells from healthy colon tissue in the colon dataset, and predicted the labels of all the remaining cells from polyps, early-stage cancer tissue, and latestage cancer tissue. We then applied ACDC to the entire colon dataset as well as the subset excluding cells from healthy tissue (Additional file 1: Figure S3 ). The predicted result from LDA was then compared to that from ACDC. Under these conditions, the Fmeasure of LDA dropped from 0.85 to 0.73, which was not better than that of ACDC (0.80 for the entire dataset, 0.74 for the subset excluding cells from healthy tissue). Similar tests were repeated on the Cell Cycle dataset with consistent results (Additional file 1: Figure S3 ): when only one cell line (THP, HELA, or 293 T) was chosen as the training set, LDA could not precisely classify samples from other cell lines. Thus, we concluded that LDA can be regarded as the optimal semi-supervised tool as long as the training set and the test set are homogenous.
External evaluations of unsupervised tools highlight the precision of FlowSOM and flowMeans
Next, we performed external evaluation for seven unsupervised methods and observed that the precisions of different tools varied among different datasets. Compared to other methods, FlowSOM had relatively high precision values among all datasets ( Table 3 ). In the Cell Cycle dataset, FlowSOM was the only unsupervised tool that had an F-measure larger than 0.5. FlowSOM also had a relative short runtime ( Fig. 1 and Additional file 1: Figure S2 ), which is another advantage to be considered when choosing a suitable tool. In other datasets, such as the muscle and colon datasets (Table 3) , flowMeans had similar precision to FlowSOM. In fact, flowMeans outperformed FlowSOM in Samusik01 data (ARI 0.92 vs. 0.85). However, PhenoGraph had the best performance in the Levine13dim (ARI 0.927) and Samusik01 (ARI 0.925) datasets but performed poorly in the muscle, Cell Cycle, and colon datasets. On the contrary, DEPECHE exhibited excellent performance in datasets with relatively small numbers of cell types such as Levine32dim (F-measure = 0.92), muscle (F-measure = 0.89), and colon (F-measure = 0.68). In summary, FlowSOM and flow-Means had overall better precisions in our external evaluation, followed by PhenoGraph and DEPECHE.
Internal evaluations indicate that DEPECHE, FlowSOM, and PhenoGraph best captured the inner structure of CyTOF data
We have exploited external evaluation metrics to analyze whether a clustering tool can accurately reproduce the manual-gated labels as the "ground truth." However, researchers often wish to partition cells based on the natural structure of biomarker expression profile without considering any assumptions about cell partitions. Here, we analyzed the ability of a clustering tool to detect the inner structure of each dataset for the "coherence" assessment using three internal evaluations [33] -the Calinski-Harabasz index (CH, larger is better), Davies-Bouldin index (DB, smaller is better), and Xie-Beni index (XB, smaller is better)-in contrast to checking for reproducibility of sets of manual-gated labels by each tool. The detailed description of these indices is presented in the "Methods" section. These three internal evaluations have all been defined based on the assumption that an ideal cell partition should have both high within-group similarity and high between-group dissimilarity, which is exactly the characteristic that the natural clustering structure of CyTOF data should exhibit. Table 4 shows that DEPECHE had noticeably high CH and low DB indices in all datasets and outperformed nearly all other tools. However, this observation should be interpreted with caution: CH and DB are indices that naturally favor kmeans-based algorithms [33] , and the simple kmeans clustering also achieved high performance based on CH and DB. Aside from DEPECHE and kmeans, PhenoGraph and FlowSOM also demonstrated good internal evaluation results over different datasets. PhenoGraph had the highest CH (larger is better), lowest DB (smaller is better), and third-lowest XB (smaller is better) in both the Levine13dim and Samusik01 datasets, whereas FlowSOM had the highest CH, lowest DB, and second-lowest XB in both the muscle and Cell Cycle datasets. In contrast to the above tools with consistent good results on all three indices, we observed inconsistency in the performance of Accense: it had the lowest XB in the Levine13dim, muscle, Cell Cycle, and colon datasets but showed poor performance with respect to CH and DB. We reasoned that this inconsistency might be because XB naturally favors density-based algorithms [33] ; hence, there is currently not enough evidence to state that Accense gives coherent clustering results.
A noteworthy fact is that unlike their strength in external evaluation, semi-supervised tools no longer ranked top with respect to any of the internal evaluation indices. This result is consistent with the fact that even the manual labels themselves did not perform as well as top unsupervised tools in internal evaluation (Additional file 1: Table S3 ). Compared to LDA, ACDC showed better performance in internal evaluation. In some cases (DB and XB for Samusik01 and Levine32dim, DB for Levine13dim, etc.), the performance of ACDC was comparable with that of top-ranking unsupervised tools.
Given the above analysis, we recommended FlowSOM, PhenoGraph, and DEPECHE as preferred tools for the task of capturing inner structure of CyTOF data.
Stability evaluations suggest that PhenoGraph, DEPECHE, and LDA exhibited high robustness
We have described the performances of nine tools from two perspectives: external evaluations (i.e., precision) and internal evaluations (i.e., coherence). Next, we investigated the stability performance of different tools. We firstly tested the robustness on the clustering precision and coherence of nine tools under two separate conditions: (1) given a fixed sample size, but with different subsampling datasets, for testing; (2) directly given different subsampling sizes, ranging from 5000 cells to 80, 000 cells, for testing. Then, we explored the robustness of each tool with respect to the number of identified clusters with varying sampling sizes. When considering the performance of a clustering tool, although its ability to cluster data into different meaningful populations is of great significance, its stability (or robustness) is also important. Therefore, we measured the robustness against a fixed subsampling size by using the coefficient of variation (CV, smaller indicates better stability), and we measured the robustness against varying sample sizes by using the relative difference (RD, close to zero indicates better stability) between 20,000 cell tests (Additional file 2) and 40,000 cell tests (Tables 2, 3, and 4, also see the "Methods" section). As shown in Fig. 2a and Additional file 1: Figure S4A , both semi-supervised tools and top-performing unsupervised tools had a high robustness against random subsampling: median CVs for external evaluation in all datasets ranged from 0.001 (LDA) to 0.054 (Xshift), whereas those for internal evaluation ranged from 0.010 (LDA and DEPECHE) to 0.049 (flowMeans). A few extreme CV values for Xshift (ARI in CC data 0.46), DEPECHE (ARI in CC data 0.36), and flowMeans (ARI in colon data 0.31) indicate that performance of these tools might decline in specific cases. Thus, we observed that LDA had the best stability (largest CV for external evaluation < 0.006; largest CV for internal evaluation = 0.08), followed by PhenoGraph (largest CV for external evaluation = 0.11; largest CV for internal evaluation < 0.14).
By comparing the impact of varying sampling sizes on each tool ( Fig. 2b and Additional file 1: Figure S4B ), we observed that LDA, ACDC, DEPECHE, and PhenoGraph did not have large differences when the sample size expanded from 20,000 to 40,000. They all had a relative difference (RD, see the "Methods" section) close to zero for all datasets. Xshift and FlowSOM exhibited some instability: the distribution of RD for Xshift was biased toward negative numbers, indicating that the precision of Xshift declined as sample size grew large. Although RD of FlowSOM was consistently around zero, there were some extreme values: RD for ARI in Samusik01 data was 0.38, whereas that in muscle data was 0.27. Similar results were obtained from RD of internal evaluation metrics (Additional file 1: Figure S4B ). Since flowMeans frequently introduced singularity errors with a sample size of less than or equal to 20,000 (data not shown), we did not consider testing on flowMeans.
To further investigate the influence of sample size on Xshift and FlowSOM, we carried out additional subsampling tests (random sampling of 5000, 10,000, 60, 000, and 80,000 cells). In both the Levine32dim and colon datasets, F-measure of Xshift dropped significantly as the sample size grew large. Although average F-measure of FlowSOM was relatively stable across different sample sizes, the standard deviation of F-measure reached a minimum when sample size reached a maximum (80,000 cells in both datasets), indicating that FlowSOM was more robust at analyzing large datasets ( Fig. 2c, d) .
PhenoGraph and Xshift detect more clusters, especially with a large sample size
We believed that the robustness of a method should be evaluated by the stability of not only the performance of clustering but also the number of identified clusters. Therefore, we further explored the robustness of methods with respect to the number of identified clusters with varying sampling sizes. Since four of the tested tools (ACDC, LDA, kmeans, and FlowSOM) take the number of clusters as a required known input, we only investigated the robustness of the other five tools (Accense, PhenoGraph, flowMeans, Xshift, and DEPECHE). As shown in Fig. 3a, b , DEPECHE detected a small number of clusters in all datasets with little deviation. In all datasets and sample sizes, the number of clusters identified by DEPECHE ranged between 3 and 8. On the contrary, Xshift detected more clusters compared to all other tools. As the sample size grew from 20,000 to 40, 000, the number of clusters identified by Xshift also grew significantly. PhenoGraph also identified a relatively large number of clusters in the Levine32dim, Cell Cycle, and colon datasets and was moderately impacted by sample size in the Samusik01 and colon datasets. The number of clusters detected by flowMeans was not as extreme as DEPECHE or Xshift but was more inconsistent compared to DEPECHE, Xshift, and PhenoGraph in 40,000 cells subsampling tests.
Given that PhenoGraph and Xshift identified more clusters and that flowMeans was more inconsistent than the above two tools, we carried out further subsampling tests for PhenoGraph, Xshift, and flowMeans to evaluate the influence of sample size on robustness. Since Xshift provides an alternative way to determine the parameter K in KNN called Elbow Plot Determination, we carried out further Xshift analysis using the Elbow Plot method to see whether it could give a stable result. Similarly, FlowSOM had an alternative option to estimate the number of clusters within a given range; hence, these two cases were also included in the comparison with varying sampling sizes. As shown in Fig. 3 and Additional file 1: Figure S5 , the number of clusters detected by Xshift (default fixed K) grew greatly as the sample size grew from 5000 to 80,000, and Xshift (with the alternative Elbow Plot setting) partly decreased this growth. However, the number of clusters detected still grew faster when using Xshift with either setting than when using PhenoGraph. Furthermore, for PhenoGraph and Xshift, the increase in the number of clusters accompanied a decline in precision (Fig. 3d) . On the contrary, as the sample size grew, the precision for flowMeans declined without a significant change in the number of detected clusters. An interesting phenomenon is that when FlowSOM was forced to automatically determine the number of clusters, it stably identified very few clusters just like DEPECHE did, but its precision was moderately lower than default setting ( Fig. 3d vs. Fig. 2c ). Comparing Fig. 2c to Fig. 3d , the precision and the stability of FlowSOM consistently reached their peaks when the sampling size was at its maximum (80,000). Xshift and PhenoGraph identified refined sub-clusters of major cell types Based on the above comparison analysis, we discovered several notable characteristics of Xshift and Pheno-Graph: (1) they had recognizable clustering structures (shown by better internal evaluation results), (2) they tended to overestimate the total number of clusters compared to the number defined by manual gating strategy, and (3) they exhibited reduced precision on datasets that had much smaller numbers of labels than numbers of features (muscle, Cell Cycle, colon). These characteristics suggested that Xshift and PhenoGraph tend to identify refined sub-clusters of major cell types. In other words, if manual gating did not classify these subclusters, the predicted clusters from Xshift and Pheno-Graph would be very different than the manual labels. To test this hypothesis, we applied Xshift and Pheno-Graph on the entire colon dataset and defined a manyto-one alignment between predicted clusters and manual labels: if more than 50% of cells from a predicted cluster belonged to one manual label, we defined that this cluster is a sub-cluster of the corresponding manual label. We found that each of the 132 clusters discovered by Xshift could be aligned to a cell type defined by manual gating (Fig. 4a ). This alignment led to an F-measure of 0.85, which was much higher than a one-to-one (Table 3 ). Since colon data involve samples originated from healthy tissue, polyps, early-stage cancer, and late-stage cancer, we tested whether Xshift discovered origin-specific patterns of cell clusters. We found that about three quarters (98 out of 132) of the clusters discovered by Xshift were origin-specific (more than 50% of cells come from the same sample origin) (Fig. 4a ). These results demonstrate that Xshift was able to classify specific subtypes of cells. Similar results were also found for PhenoGraph (Additional file 1: Figure S6A ). However, since PhenoGraph identified much smaller numbers of clusters than Xshift (34 vs. 132, respectively), its capacity to recognize origin-specific clusters is relatively weaker than that of Xshift.
Next, DEPECHE also has an observable phenomenon that differentiates it from other tools. DEPECHE tended to underestimate the number of clusters and had better precision when the number of manual labels was small. We hypothesize that unlike Xshift and PhenoGraph, DEPECHE tends to group cells into major cell types. Carrying out the same analytical procedure as in Xshift but reversed, we obtained a one-to-many alignment between DEPECHE clusters and the manual labels of the Samusik01 dataset (Fig. 4b) . DEPECHE grouped different T cells into one cluster and six types of progenitor cells into another. The difference among subtypes of B cells was also neglected by DEPECHE. We further found that in both the Samusik01 and Levine13dim (Additional file 1: Figure S6B ) datasets, DEPECHE failed to recognize the characteristics of some small cell types such as basophil cells, eosinophil cells, nature killer cells, and subtypes of dendritic cells (Additional file 1: Figure  S6B ). All the above results demonstrate that DEPECHE is not suitable for analyzing refined subtypes.
Discussion
The aim of this study is to present a benchmark comparison for current clustering methods for mass cytometry data and to help researchers select the suitable tool based on the features of their specific data. To this end, we considered the precision (external comparison), coherence (internal comparison), and stability of different clustering methods. As shown by our results, this comparison procedure comprehensively depicts the characteristics of each tool, providing clear guidance for tool selection (Fig. 5 ). If researchers wish to determine the pros and cons of other existing or novel tools in the future, this benchmarking framework can be applied to make a thorough comparison. Semi-supervised tools fit the task of finding known clusters As expected, both semi-supervised tools resulted in better performance in terms of precision and stability than unsupervised approaches. This strength was observed in experiments with varying sample sizes, numbers of features, and different indicators (accuracy, F-measure, NMI, ARI), suggesting that the advantage of semisupervised approaches in precision is dominant and exhaustive. Thus, the ability to precisely and robustly reproduce manual labels makes semi-supervised tools suitable for situations where researchers focus on the known cell types with reliable prior knowledge.
The two semi-supervised tools compared in our study, LDA and ACDC, have a fundamental difference in terms of prior input knowledge: LDA requires a training set with manual labels as the input, whereas ACDC requires a "marker × cell type" table that defines the relationship between features and labels. This difference is vital for the choice of semi-supervised tools. In our study, LDA outperformed ACDC in most of the indicators, including precision, stability, and runtime, which made LDA the preferred tool in most conditions. However, LDA depends on a reliable, homogenous training set. When there is no available training set with manual labels, or the training set and test set are heterogeneous (i.e., samples come from different tissues or cell lines, but training set contains only one tissue/cell line), ACDC would be the better choice (Fig. 5 Q2) .
Another interesting result is that the performance of semi-supervised tools was beaten by unsupervised tools with respect to coherence (internal evaluation), suggesting that defining cell types based on isolated markers might not precisely capture the inner structure of the data. This observation is not surprising, considering that the number of bi-axal plots required to depict the relationship among features increases exponentially as the number of features increases [12] . Using only dozens of bi-axal plots is thus unlikely to capture the whole picture. The human-subjective judgment of manual gating [34] is another factor that hinders semi-supervised tools from characterizing the objective features of CyTOF data.
PhenoGraph and FlowSOM are the top-performing unsupervised tools
The manual gating of mass cytometry data requires heavy labor and results in issues regarding reproducibility and subjectivity. Efforts to reduce such burdens have given rise to a wide variety of unsupervised approaches that partition cell populations according to the natural structure of cell data [12] . Our results showed that two outstanding approaches, PhenoGraph and FlowSOM, gave more precise and coherent clustering results than other approaches. Each of these two approaches had an impressive ability to produce coherent clustering results; PhenoGraph showed higher stability, and FlowSOM had the highest precision. We suggest Pheno-Graph and FlowSOM as the two top-tier choices when researchers are looking to focus more on the inner structure of the data instead of relying on external prior knowledge.
An apparent limitation of FlowSOM is that it requires the number of clusters to be predetermined (Fig. 5 Q5) . Predetermining the number of clusters would be difficult for exploratory experiments, where even a rough estimation of cell-type diversity is hardly available. Although FlowSOM provides an alternative option to automatically estimate the number of clusters within a given range, our results suggest that performing this automatic estimation worsens the performance of FlowSOM. Furthermore, even if a large estimate range (up to twice the number manual labels) was provided, FlowSOM consistently selected a small number of clusters. We believe that the default setting (inputting a predetermined number of clusters) is the optimal setting for FlowSOM, which partially limits the application of this promising tool.
Sample size has a vital impact
An essential challenge for CyTOF technology is that sample size can vary significantly among different CyTOF experiments [2] . Our results demonstrated that various tools exhibited different performance results when dealing with varying sample sizes; thus, sample size must be taken into consideration when choosing the appropriate tools.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the number of clusters found by PhenoGraph and Xshift positively correlated to sample size. This trend could be alleviated, but not eliminated, by the usage of Elbow Plot Determination in Xshift. We reasoned that the impact of large sample size on the number of clusters might have arisen from the inner characteristics of density-based partitioning methods. Generally speaking, both the Louvain method and other modularity maximization algorithms aim to find the optimal partition of a network that reaches a maximum "Newman-Girvan modularity," or Q max . However, the maximization of Q suffers from the problem of extreme degeneracy: there is typically an exponential number of distinct partitions that are close to the optimum [35] . As the size of the network grows, the number of local optimal solutions grows geometrically, veiling the desired optimal partition. Furthermore, the many locally optimal solutions are often topologically dissimilar [35] , which gives rise to inconsistent outputs. This characteristic introduces the potential risk that PhenoGraph and Xshift may be overwhelmed by extremely large sample sizes.
The impact of sample size on flowMeans was inconsistent. In one case, the performance of flowMeans declined when sample size grew large (Fig. 3) ; in another case, flowMeans frequently introduced the error of singularity and array dimensions in R when the sample size was smaller than 40, 000. Although experienced users may modify the source R code to avoid these errors, we believe that this practice is not advisable for common researchers without extensive programming experience in R. Comparatively speaking, Flow-SOM had better precision and stability with large sample sizes and is the best alternative choice when dealing with large amounts of cells.
Clustering resolution varies among different tools
Clustering resolution, the ability to detect small and refined clusters, has seldom been evaluated by previous publications, partly because many parameter settings can impact the number of clusters identified by each tool. By using the default settings for each tool, we found that each tool, as well as their different settings, had a distinct tendency to over-or underestimate the number of clusters. This tendency should not be neglected, given the fact that an over-or underestimation is biologically significant (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the resolution of the manual label is more or less arbitrary and should not be regarded as "golden standard." Thus, in most cases, the cell type resolution of CyTOF research is determined by the results of the chosen clustering tool.
In the current study, we found that PhenoGraph and Xshift output relatively larger numbers of clusters and split the manual clusters into smaller sub-clusters. On the contrary, DEPECHE grouped similar manual clusters into larger meta-clusters and ignored the subtle differences among them. If researchers wish to focus on the refined subtypes of cells, the appropriate choice would be PhenoGraph or Xshift. If researchers cannot correctly estimate the number of refined clusters they are looking for, even FlowSOM would not be a good choice as Phe-noGraph or Xshift, as the small number of clusters found by automatic estimation of FlowSOM is not likely to be "refined" (Fig. 3) . If Xshift and PhenoGraph suffer from instability with large sample sizes, an alternative strategy could be a primary application of FlowSOM or DEPECHE to obtain major cell types, followed by detailed sub-clustering on each major type.
Conclusions
Our study demonstrates that in the field of mass cytometry analysis, LDA best fits the task of precisely reproducing manual clustering labels. PhenoGraph and FlowSOM are the top unsupervised tools because of their high precision, coherence, and stability. Pheno-Graph and Xshift can detect a refined subset of major cell types, whereas DEPECHE and FlowSOM tend to group similar cell types into large meta-clusters. Decision guidance has been provided ( Fig. 5 ) as a concluding summary to facilitate the choice of suitable clustering tools based on users' specific situations.
Methods

Clustering tools
A total of seven unsupervised clustering methods (Phe-noGraph, Accense, Xshift, FlowSOM, flowMeans, DEPECHE, and kmeans) and two semi-supervised methods (ACDC, LDA) were compared for mass cytometry data in the study (Table 1) . Among them, Pheno-Graph, Xshift, FlowSOM, and flowMeans are the bestperformance tools in a previous comparison of unsupervised tools by Weber and Robinson [25] , DEPECHE is a novel clustering tool [19] for cytometry data that had not been analyzed by Weber et al. [25] , and LDA and ACDC are top-performance tools in a previous comparison of semi-supervised tools by Abdelaal et al. [11] . kmeans clustering was implemented using a built-in MATLAB kmeans function. The remaining approaches were implemented using the original articles' suggestions. All tools were freely available for use from the original articles.
In general, we performed each algorithm on arcsinhtransformed data and with default settings. To minimize the influence of inconsistent transformation and scaling methods, we invalidated all transformation and scaling functions for all software (i.e., standardize = FALSE for flowMeans, transformation = NONE and rescale = NONE for Xshift). All the compared tools were performed on a single PC (Intel® Core™ i5-8400 CPU @ 2.80 GHz, a processor with 8.00 GB memory). By default, Xshift was run using standalone.bat with a minimum memory of 1 GB.
Datasets
We tested the performance of these nine tools on six mass cytometry datasets that served as "benchmarking datasets" (Additional file 1: Table S1 ). All of these datasets were biologically well characterized with known cell-type annotations. Among them, Levine13dim, Levi-ne32dim, and Samusik01 are well-known benchmarking CyTOF datasets and have already been summarized by Weber and Robinson in their previous comparison [25] . The other three new datasets were summarized as follows:
1) Muscle-resident cells from healthy adult mice [28] .
Twenty-five proteins were used for clustering. Eight major cell populations were identified according to provided gating strategies, including Neg/Neg cells that lacked any known cell markers. 2) In vitro cells from three cell lines-HEK293T, MDA-MB-231, and THP-1 [29] . These cell lines were treated by TNFα to induce a cell cycle transformation. Cells at different time points were collected after treatment. Cells were labeled by four phases: G0/G1, G2, S, and M. A total of 35 markers were measured. 3) Our laboratory's private human colon data [36] .
Cells were collected from healthy colon tissue, polyps of a healthy adult, early-stage colon cancer, and late-stage colon cancer. Nineteen protein markers were used for clustering, and 13 manual labels were generated using gating strategies.
Pre-processing of datasets
First of all, each dataset was filtered to remove annotation incompleteness, doublets, debris, and dead cells. Then, expression levels of all proteins were normalized by the inverse hyperbolic sine function (denoted by arcsinh) with a scale factor of 5:
All nine tools were applied on the filtered and normalized datasets.
Then, we realized that Levine13dim, Levine32dim, and Samusik01 datasets contained unassigned cells or cells with ambiguous annotations (denoted as "NaN" in each .fcs file), which did not belong to any manually gated populations. For this matter, some researchers would like to discard these unassigned cells since these cells were usually low quality cells, intermediate cells, or cells that did not express on some known markers [11, 23] . There were also some researchers who preferred to include these unassigned cells into the clustering [18, 21] . As the existing researches have done, we did the further pre-processing for these three datasets in the following two ways: 1) We discarded unassigned cells or cells with ambiguous annotations and only clustered cells with manually gated annotations into different populations by the compared tools. 2) We executed each compared tools on all cells including unassigned cells or cells with ambiguous annotations, but calculated the evaluation measures using the subset of annotated cells.
By observing the results of both cases (discarding unassigned cells see Tables 2, 3 , and 4, including unassigned cells see Additional file 1: Table S4 and S5) separately, it was not difficult to find that the overall ranking order of compared methods was almost the same. However, comparing the results of each method between these two cases, we found that only unstable methods (such as Accense and Xshift) presented obvious changes, and the relatively stable methods basically remained unchanged under our comparison framework (such as DEPECHE and ACDC). Therefore, we mainly discuss the result analysis for datasets excluding unassigned cells, and the results of including unassigned cells are presented in Additional file 1: Table S4 and S5.
For the other three datasets used, each cell had its own annotated labels. Therefore, we directly performed compared tools on all cells. The manually gated annotations were considered to be true cell populations, and the performances of tested tools were measured by computing several evaluation indices between the obtained labels and the manual annotations.
Subsampling tests
Since different datasets contain different numbers of cells and analysis on large datasets is very time consuming, we randomly subsampled 20,000 and 40,000 cells (5 times each) from each dataset and applied all tools on them. The largest number of subsampling was set at 40, 000 because the Samusik01 dataset contains only 53,173 cells with manual annotations. Internal evaluations, external evaluations, stability tests, and further downstream analysis were conducted on these subsampled cells. To further analyze the impact of sample size on the performance of PhenoGraph, Xshift, FlowSOM, and flowMeans, we carried out additional subsampling tests with sample sizes of 5000, 10,000, 60,000, and 80,000 on 2 datasets: Levine32dim and colon. This was because these two datasets have over 100,000 cells and have moderate numbers of manual labels (14 for Levine32dim and 13 for colon).
An exception to this analysis was when the sample size was less than or equal to 20,000, where flowMeans introduced errors of singularity and array dimensions in more than half of the random sampling tests. We inferred that subsampling data without singularity errors might result in bias, so we did not carry out any tests on flowMeans with sample size of less than or equal to 20, 000.
Internal evaluations measure the homogeneity of clustering results
In the current study, we utilized both internal and external evaluations to measure the clustering performance of different approaches. Internal evaluations are based on the hypothesis that an ideal clustering result should have high similarity within each cluster and high heterogeneity between clusters. These evaluations do not require additional "true labels" and analyze the internal characteristics of a clustering result. Such characteristics make them compatible to give a fair comparison between semi-supervised and unsupervised methods. Three internal evaluation methods were adopted in our study: methods over unsupervised methods since they make use of the same true labels.
To measure the precision of predicted clustering, the first step is to obtain a one-to-one mapping between predicted clusters and true cell population. This was achieved by the Hungarian assignment algorithm, a combinatorial optimization algorithm that finds the assignment with the lowest F-measure in true cell populations [21] . Then, four different external evaluations were adopted:
1. Single cell-level accuracy (AC) [31] , which is defined as the ratio of correctly clustered cells in total cells. Suppose n is the total number of cells, M is the vector of cluster labels annotated by manual gating, and T is the vector of cluster labels predicted by tested approaches. map(T i ) is the one-toone mapping between predicted clusters and actual cell cluster achieved by the Hungarian assignment algorithm. AC is calculated by:
Weighted F-measure (harmonic mean of precision and recall) [37] . For each cluster i, we use true positiveþfalse negative represent precision and recall of cluster i. We summed up the F-measure of each cluster over all clusters to obtain the weighted F-measure:
where n i represent the number of cells in cluster i and N represents the total number of cells.
3. Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [30] . Suppose m ∈ M is the clustering assignment from manual gating, t ∈ T is the clustering assignment from the tested approach, P M (m) and P T (t) are their probability distributions, and P MT (m, t) is their joint distribution. Their information entropies are calculated by:
We defined mutual information (MI) of M and T as:
If we treat both M and T as discrete random variables, their statistical redundancy reflects the clustering accuracy (note that a perfect clustering result T and the true labels M are completely redundant because they contain the same information). I(M, T) captures this redundancy, but its normalized form:
is a more commonly used evaluation. The value of NMI would be large if T is an optimal clustering result. In an ideal situation, T = M corresponds to NMI = 1.
Adjusted
Rand Index (ARI) [38] . Given two different partitions of a same set of samples, X i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) and Y j (1 ≤ j ≤ s), we denote n ij as the number of samples that are in both X i and Y j , n ij = |X i ∩ Y j |. Let a i ¼ P s j¼1 n ij and b j ¼ P r i¼1 n ij , we have ∑a i = ∑ b j = ∑ n ij = n. We can define ARI as:
which measures the similarity between partition X and Y.
Evaluation of stability
In this study, we analyzed the stability (robustness) of different tools from two aspects: robustness against random subsampling and robustness against varying sample sizes. The robustness against random subsampling was evaluated using data from subsampling tests with 40,000 cell samples. For any given tool, dataset, and index, there were five values from five subsampling tests. After calculating the standard deviation and mean of these five values, we defined the coefficient of variation (CV) as:
CV ¼ Standard Deviation Mean
For each tool, there were 24 CVs for external evaluation (6 datasets and 4 indices). Their distribution was calculated as a ridge plot (Fig. 2) , and we compared the robustness among tools by comparing the median and extreme values of the distribution of CVs.
The evaluation of robustness against varying sample size was conducted similarly, except that CV was replaced by relative difference (RD) between 20,000 and 40,000 cell subsampling tests. For any given tool, dataset, and index, RD was defined as:
Evaluation of the number of clusters
Among the nine tools we compared, kmeans, FlowSOM, LDA, and ACDC required the number of clusters as an input, flowMeans by default did not require this input, and the remaining tools automatically estimated the number of clusters. To test the stability of each tool, we recorded the number of clusters obtained by flowMeans, PhenoGraph, Accense, Xshift, and DEPECHE in each subsampling test. The standard deviation for each tool was calculated to represent the stability of the tool.
For FlowSOM and Xshift, there are widely applied alternative settings that impacted the number of detected clusters: Elbow Plot Determination to estimate K for KNN (Xshift) and automatic estimation of the number of clusters (FlowSOM). We evaluated the performances using these settings, together with Pheno-Graph and flowMeans, on the Levine32dim and colon datasets. For FlowSOM, the cluster number estimation range was set at 1 to 2 times the number of manual labels. This range proved to be wide enough given the fact that FlowSOM consistently estimated a relatively low number of clusters.
Evaluation of clustering resolution
To evaluate the ability of Xshift and PhenoGraph to find refined sub-clusters of manual labels, we defined a many-to-one alignment between predicted clusters and manual labels: if more than half of cells from a predicted cluster belonged to one manual label, we considered this predicted cluster to be a sub-cluster of the corresponding manual label. Under this alignment, we recalculated the F-measure, NMI, and ARI. To verify whether Xshift and PhenoGraph can resolve heterogeneity in sample origin in colon data, we defined that one predicted cluster is origin-specific if more than half of its cells come from one sample origin (normal tissue, polyps, earlystage cancer, or late-stage cancer). The fact that most of the predicted clusters can be aligned to one manual label and that this alignment significantly improved precision demonstrates that Xshift and PhenoGraph indeed found the sub-clusters of manual labels. The fact that the majority of Xshift clusters were origin-specific demonstrates that Xshift is capable of resolving heterogeneity of sample origin.
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